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Models of partner choice leading to mutualism raise a conceptual problem: directional selection for high-quality partners should

ultimately erode variation in partner quality. How do we explain the persistence of variation in partner quality observed in nature?

The problem arises in all models of partner choice, including screening models, in which a host induces potential symbionts of

different quality to screen themselves by assigning them different costs and rewards. Using a screening model in which costs and

rewards are sometimes assigned incorrectly, I show that a stable polymorphism can arise because rewards are higher when partners

vary in quality than when there is only one type of partner. Partner quality, therefore, undergoes negative frequency-dependent

selection even though there is a preference for high-quality partners. This also shows that partner choice by screening does not

need to be totally accurate to be effective—inaccuracies enable both effective screening and the maintenance of variation.
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The Problem: Maintenance of
Variation in Mutualism
The evolution of cooperation remains an important topic in evo-

lutionary theory because its stability is difficult to explain given

the potential advantages of cheating during partner choice (before

an interaction is established) and of free-riding on the contribu-

tion of others (after an interaction is established). Research on

the evolution of cooperation, focusing on possible mechanisms

that prevent cheating and free-riding, has glossed over (Heath

and Stinchcombe 2016) one problem: the persistence of vari-

ation for partner quality: if selection leads to a preference for

high-quality partners, how can we explain the maintenance of

variation in partner quality (Thompson 1988; Foster and Kokko

2006; Heath 2010; Hoeksema 2010; McNamara and Leimar 2010;

Frederickson 2013; Heath and Stinchcombe 2016)? The problem

is analogous to the “paradox of the lek” (Borgia 1979; Taylor and

Williams 1982): if a preference exists for high-quality partners,

low-quality partners should ultimately go extinct, eroding the very

variation that makes selection possible.

Theory predicts that genetic variation for fitness-related traits

should be reduced by selection in general (Charlesworth 1987;

Barton and Turelli 1989; Barton and Keightley 2002). In mutu-

alism, the problem arises for all models of partner choice with

directional selection for high-quality partners, including sanc-

tions, partner-fidelity feedback, signaling, and screening mod-

els (Law and Koptur 1986; Bull and Rice 1991; Parker 1999;

West et al. 2002; Weyl et al. 2010; Archetti et al. 2011a,b).

Mutation–selection balance alone (Lande 1975; Turelli 1985)

can hardly explain the persistence of variation in general and

in particular for partner quality (Heath and Stinchcombe 2016).

Trade-offs or fluctuating selection could explain the persistence

of variation in partner quality (Heath and Stinchcombe 2016),

but these explanations remove the very obstacle that raised the

issue: directional selection. The major problem we need to ad-

dress is the maintenance of variation for partner quality when

partner choice leads to directional selection for high-quality

partners.

My scope here is to explain how the problem can be solved in

models of partner choice by screening. Although some of the ar-

guments presented here might extend to models of partner choice

by signaling, my goal is not to solve the issue for all types of

mechanisms that have been proposed to maintain mutualism. My

argument does not affect, for instance, models of host sanctions

or partner fidelity feedback.
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Screening, Signaling, and
Partner Choice
Screening theory (Archetti 2011; Archetti et al. 2011a,b) has been

proposed as an alternative to signaling for partner choice. The

problem, in game-theoretic terms, is analogous to that faced by

players engaged in signaling, that of asymmetric information:

choosing a partner among a set of players of different quality that

cannot be observed.

Signaling theory solves the problem by relying on observ-

able strategic costs. Consider, for example, sexual selection: a

female must choose a potential partner among males of unknown

quality—quality is only known to the male himself. How to

tell high-quality males form low-quality males? Signaling the-

ory posits that honest signals can evolve, in which males do not

falsely advertise their quality, and females correctly choose high-

quality males, if the signal carries a strategic cost—a cost that

only high-quality males find profitable to make. This idea, intro-

duced in evolutionary biology by Zahavi (1975), was eventually

proved by Grafen (1990) and is now well accepted in behav-

ioral ecology (Maynard Smith and Harper, 2003; Searcy and

Nowicki, 2005). The same idea was introduced in microeco-

nomics by Spence (1973).

Screening theory is a relatively new and less known solution

to the same problem. Consider a case of asymmetric information

in which the player with hidden information (for instance, a

potential symbiont) cannot send any signal, or in which the

player that is unaware of the information (for instance, a potential

host) cannot choose based on that information. Examples include

mutualisms in which plants act as hosts for ants (Yu and Davidson

1997; Yu 2001; Heil and McKey 2003; Frederickson 2005; Heil

et al. 2009), or the case of the bioluminescent bacteria Vibrio

fischeri colonizing the squid Euprymna scolopes (Ruby and

McFall-Ngai 1999; Visick et al. 2000; McFall-Ngai 2008). How

can a host attract only high-quality symbionts when it is not

possible to actively choose them?

Screening theory (Archetti 2011; Archetti et al. 2011a,b)

posits that the noninformed individual can induce the potential

partners (of varying quality) to screen themselves based on their

own interest by imposing the right costs and rewards: if entering

the interaction is too costly for low-quality individuals but not

for high-quality individuals, then only high-quality individuals

will find it profitable to establish an interaction. A mutualism

with high-quality partners will be established even though quality

is never revealed. The theory also shows that a host can devise

different sets of costs and rewards for partners of different quality

to induce them to choose tasks requiring different efforts and con-

ferring different rewards. Screening, therefore, is an alternative

way of dealing with asymmetric information by imposing strate-

gic costs, like signaling, and has also similarities (Archetti et al.

2011a,b) with theory in microeconomics (Rothschild and Stiglitz

1976; Stiglitz 1977).

Screening models are similar to signaling models in that they

are sequential games with asymmetric information. They differ

by the order of move: in signaling models, the informed player

moves first; in screening models, the noninformed player moves

first. The crucial feature of the model is that there is a strategic cost

that enables to screen potential partners of different quality, like

in signaling models. In screening models, however, the strategic

cost is imposed by the player with no information, and the quality

of the player with the hidden information is never revealed. On

the other hand, screening models, like signaling models, differ

from other theoretical approaches that have been proposed to

explain efficient partner choice such as partner fidelity feedback

and host sanctions (Bull and Rice 1991) that imply a reaction

to the behavior of the symbiont in that they enable the selection

of the best partner before any interaction is established. They

are, therefore, not alternative to these other mechanisms, but can

complement and reinforce them.

The Problem With Variation in
Screening Models
The simplest scenario is that of two types of partners (“agents”

of either high or low quality) trying to establish a mutualistic

interaction with a host (the “principal”). The principal strictly

prefers high-quality agents and the solution to the problem is that,

if there are enough high-quality agents, the principal will offer

a set of conditions (cost and reward) that is attractive only for

the high-quality agents. If, instead, there not enough high-quality

agents but enough low-quality agents, the principal will offer two

sets of conditions, one with high costs and high rewards, and

another with lower costs and rewards: high-quality agents will

choose the former, and low-quality agents will choose the latter.

In both cases, the high-quality agents will get a higher reward,

hence a higher fitness.

The problem of the maintenance of variation in screening

models therefore is that if the host prefers high-quality sym-

bionts, these will have higher fitness than low-quality symbionts,

and should therefore drive the low-quality type to extinction—an

instance of the general problem noted by Heath and Stinchcombe

(2016). This problem had been ignored in previous theoretical

work on screening (Archetti 2011; Archetti et al. 2011b; Scheur-

ing and Yu 2012), and it is the problem I address here.

Rationale
The logic of the solution is the following. In the screening model

with two types of agents described above, theory predicts that
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the principal will offer two set of costs and rewards (“contracts”)

instead of one, if and only if enough low-quality individuals ex-

ist in the population. If, instead, there are too few low-quality

individuals, the principal will offer only one contract. In this

latter case, the rewards will be lower than the rewards that high-

quality individuals would get in the former case (Archetti 2011).

Therefore, high-quality agents get a higher fitness when there

are enough low-quality agents in the population. In addition, if

rewards are assigned with a nonzero probability of error, such

that low-quality symbionts are sometimes mistakenly given the

reward meant for the high-quality symbiont, then when there are

enough low-quality types present, even low-quality types will get

a higher payoff compared to when low-quality types are rare in

the population. Therefore, the presence of enough low-quality in-

dividuals in the population confers a net benefit to both types of

symbionts, although the low-quality types do still receive a lower

benefit than do the high-quality types.

We can view this situation as some individuals “volunteering”

to be low quality, which makes this situation analogous to a public

goods game: if a certain number of individuals pay a cost, a public

good is produced that benefits all group members. In our case,

if enough agents are of low quality, the principal will provide a

higher benefit, on average, to all agents. The theory of nonlinear

public goods predicts that, in a case like this, a mixed equilibrium

exists, under reasonable conditions, in which some individuals

indeed will evolve to be of low quality, even though it is even

better to be a high-quality type.

Model and Results
THE BASIC SCREENING MODEL

I use a discrete screening model (Archetti 2011) with two types

of agent (“he”) of quality q = H (high) or q = L (low) trying

to establish an interaction with a principal (“she”) that cannot

observe or infer q. The principal can design and offer to the agents

two types of interactions that require an effort eq and confer a

reward wq to an agent of quality q. The fitness of the principal

depends on the benefit b(eq) she gets from the effort eq of the

agent and on the cost r(wq) of the reward wq paid to the agent.

The fitness of an agent depends on the utility u(wq) he gets from

the reward wq and from the cost v(eq) due to the effort required eq,

that is, u(wH) – v(eH) for high-quality agents and u(wL) – v(eL) for

low-quality agents. Agents that do not enter an interaction have

payoff A (the “reservation utility”). P is the reservation utility for

the principal (Archetti 2011).

If a principal wants to attract only high-quality partners, she

will offer a reward that confers them a fitness equal to A+δ (where

δ is some arbitrarily small value), and low-quality partners will

have fitness A without entering an interaction with the principal

(Archetti 2011). If the principal accepts interactions with both

types, instead, the task designed for the H agent must give a

higher reward (and demand more effort) than the task designed

for the L agent. Thus, with two types of agent interactions, the

agents get a higher fitness on average than if only one type is

present in the group: high-quality individuals have fitness A+R,

and low-quality individuals still have fitness A (Archetti 2011).

R (called the “informational rent” in economics) is the cost the

principal pays for her inability to tell apart agent types a priori

and depends on the shape of b, r, u, and v.

It follows that high-quality agents benefit most the case in

which the principal offers two types of interactions, whereas low-

quality agents are indifferent between the two cases. If there is

some mistake in the design or allocation of the rewards and costs,

it is possible, however, that low-quality individuals sometimes get

the rewards designed for the high-quality individuals; with imper-

fect assignment of rewards, therefore, even low-quality individu-

als benefit most the case in which two interactions are available.

In other words, agents of both types have a common benefit if the

principal offers two types of interaction.

SCREENING AS A PUBLIC GOODS PROBLEM

The principal has fitness

WP1 = (1 − x) [b (e∗) − r (w∗)] + xP

if she offers only one task, and

WP2 = (1 − x) [b (eH∗) − r (wH∗)] + x [b (eL∗) − r (wL∗)]

if she offers two tasks, where x is the frequency of L agents. For

the principal, offering two tasks is better than offering one if WP2

> WP1. This means (Archetti 2011) that there must be enough L

agents to make it worthwhile for the principal to offer two types

of interactions. The critical value of x can be found by equating

WP2 and WP1 and depends on what b, r, v, and u are. We do not

need to use any specific function for our general argument here,

and simply call xc this critical value of x.

When the frequency of low-quality agents is above the crit-

ical threshold xc therefore, the principal will offer two types of

interaction. A collective action problem arises: who “volunteers”

to pay a cost (being the low-quality individual, hence getting a

lower payoff) to produce this collective benefit (a higher reward

from the principal for both types of agent)?

If the probability that the rewards are assigned correctly is

σ, the payoffs are [A + σR] for high-quality individuals and

[A + (1 – σ)R] for low-quality individuals. Note that we are

assuming that the error of reward given by the principal to low-

versus high-quality agent types is symmetrical, but in empirical

systems, this need not necessarily be the case. Assuming 0.5 < σ

< 1 (the assignment of the rewards is imperfect but not random),

low-quality individuals pay a cost. A public good is produced,
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however, if enough low-quality agents exist. This scenario leads to

a type of threshold public goods game in which a critical number

of players must volunteer to pay a cost to produce a collective

benefit.

We can assume a very large, well-mixed population with a

very large number of pools formed at random, at each generation

(hence assuming no assortment of types); the probability of having

a number n of low-quality agents among the other agents (exclud-

ing self) in a pool of agents of size N, given that the frequency

of L agents in the population is x, is given by the probability

mass function of a binomially distributed random variable n with

parameters (N – 1, x). Then

fn =
(

N − 1

n

)
xn(1 − x)N−1−n

is the probability that n agents in a pool of N – 1 agents are of low

quality. The benefit functions for high- and low-quality agents,

respectively, as a function of the number of low-quality agents in

the pool, are:

BH (n ) =
{

A + σR if n ≥ xc N

A if n < xc N

BL (n ) =
{

A + (1 − σ) R if n ≥ xc N − 1

A if n < xc N − 1

which, assuming without loss of generality that σR = 1 and A =
0, we can rewrite as

BH (n ) =
{

1 if n ≥ xc N

0 if n < xc N
, (1)

BL (n ) =
{

1 − c if n + 1 ≥ xc N

0 if n + 1 < xc N
, (2)

where c = 2 – R is the cost of being low quality when the benefit

of having the principal offer two types of interactions is equal to

1 (note that 0 < c < 1). Equations (1) and (2) mean that an L

agent requires one L agent less than an H agent to produce the

same public good, because he (L) has one additional L agent in

his agent pool (himself). An L agent, however, pays a cost c that

an H agent does not pay. Equations (1) and (2), therefore, define

a type of threshold public goods game in which the fitness of the

two types is equal below the threshold.

The fitness of each type is the weighted sum of the payoffs

each type obtains in groups with different numbers of low-quality

individuals (each payoff weighted by the probability that such

groups occur); hence, the fitness of high- and low-quality types

across all groups are, respectively:

WH =
N−1∑
n =0

fn BH (n) ,

Figure 1. (A) The benefit of having a number n of other low-

quality partners in the agent pool for low-quality (L) and high-

quality (H) agents. L agents require one L individual less than

H agents, but pay a cost c (a lower additional reward from the

principal). N = 20, xc = 0.3, c = 0.1. (B) Dynamics for N = 20, xc =
0.3, c = 0.1: arrows show the direction of change in the fraction

of low-quality agents, and circles show the equilibria (full: stable;

empty: unstable).

WL =
N−1∑
n =0

fn BL (n) .

The dynamics of this type of games is known (Archetti and

Scheuring 2011, 2012) and does not require further proof here: a

stable polymorphism exists provided the cost c is below a critical

value xc (Fig. 1). We can find the equilibrium following the ap-

proach of Archetti and Scheuring (2011). The equilibrium value

of x is the largest of the two solutions of

F (x) =
(

N − 1

xc N − 1

)
x xc N−1(1 − x)N (1−xc) − c = 0,

where F(x) is WL – WH at x. Therefore, the model predicts a stable

polymorphic equilibrium in which the two types of agents coexist,

unless the difference in fitness for low-quality agents when the

principal offers two types of interactions is larger than a critical

value (Fig. 2) that depends on the size of the agent pool (Fig. 3).

Note that the direction of the dynamics implies that coex-

istence of the two types can only evolve from the invasion by

high-quality agents in a population of low-quality agents. This
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Figure 2. A) Dynamics for different values of c (the cost of being low quality); N = 30, xc = 0.3; a stable polymorphism exists when

c is below a critical value, and the equilibrium fraction of low-quality agents declines as c increases. (B) Dynamics for different values

of N (agent pool size); c = 0.1, xc = 0.3; a stable polymorphism exists when N is below a critical value, and the equilibrium fraction of

low-quality agents declines as N increases. Arrows show the direction of change in the fraction of low-quality agents, and circles show

the equilibria (full: stable; empty: unstable).

Figure 3. Equilibrium fraction of low-quality agents as a function

of c and xc (the fraction of low-quality individuals above which the

principal prefers two sets of tasks); N = 30.

would seem to quickly select for the principal to offer two levels

of reward, which the high-quality agents would capitalize on, but

a proportion of low-quality agents would then be maintained by

frequency-dependent selection.

Note also that, as c = 2 – R = 2 – 1/σ (and 0.5 < σ <

1), the strategic cost is inversely proportional to the precision in

assigning rewards by the principal. In other words, by allowing

some error the principal effectively incentivizes both types to

enter the symbiosis and screen themselves according to the two

types of costs and rewards.

Discussion
EXAMPLES OF SCREENING

The mutualisms in which screening is more likely to occur are

those in which (Archetti et al. 2011a,b) signaling is not possible,

where a strategic cost can be imposed on the potential symbionts,

and where the potential symbionts can actively screen themselves.

The symbiosis between the bioluminescent bacterium V. fis-

cheri and the bobtail squid E. scolopes (Ruby and McFall-Ngai

1999; Small and McFall-Ngai 1999; Visick and McFall-Ngai

2000; Nyholm and McFall-Ngai 2004; Ruby et al. 2004; McFall-

Ngai 2008) appears to be a good example. The squid provides

food and housing for the bacteria inside specialized light organs,

and the bacteria produce light that allows the squid to hide from

predators (by avoid throwing a moonlight shadow on seafloors).

The bacteria produce light only when inside the squid, hence no

signaling is possible. There is no evidence that the squid is able to

identify nonluminescent strains, although squid macrophages do

appear to be able to recognize V. fischeri generally (Nyholm et al.

2009). The fact that nonluminescent mutants can arise easily but

only bioluminescent V. fischeri strains are found in the light organs

of the squid suggests that light production evolved essentially for

the symbiosis. Luminescence per se is not essential for the bacte-

ria, and it is costly (nonluminescent mutants have higher growth

rates in laboratory conditions). Finally, colonization is an active

behavior by V. fischeri in that they swim up a duct to the light or-

gan against a squid-produced current (Nyholm and McFall-Ngai

2003), and luminescent strains have a higher ability to colonize

the squid (Visick et al. 2000). All this is evidence for a screening

mechanism in the V. fischeri–E. scolopes mutualism.

A screening mechanism must impose a strategic cost on

the bacteria that is not useful otherwise to either party, induc-

ing the bacteria to enter the squid only if they are luminescent.

This strategic cost seems to be related to the detoxification of

radical oxygen species (ROS). The light organs of the squid are

rich in ROSs that are toxic for bacteria. Only bacteria that pro-

duce the enzyme luciferase are able to prevent damage by ROSs,

as luciferase consumes molecular oxygen from the surrounding

environment in a reaction that emits light (Ruby and McFall-Ngai

1999). Low-quality bacteria (without luciferase) find that paying

the cost is not profitable (they are not viable in a light organ, due
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to ROS build-up) and therefore they should not evolve to enter

the host. It is important to note that there is no other known use

by the squid for the production of ROSs or the enzymes that pro-

duce them, nor is there another known use by these bacteria for

luciferase production.

High ROS concentrations occur also in other squid tissues

that come into contact with bacteria (Small and McFall- Ngai

1999; Davidson et al. 2004), and the enzyme halide peroxidase,

which converts hydrogen peroxide into highly toxic hypochlor-

ous acid, is common in the tissues of fish, mollusks, insects,

worms, and cnidarians that support cooperative bacterial asso-

ciations (Ruby and McFall-Ngai 1999), and in which arguably a

similar screening process can occur. Even the roots of leguminous

plants exhibit a massive production of ROSs during the initiation

of symbiosis with nitrogen-fixing rhizobial bacteria, and this has

been interpreted as a mechanism to control bacterial entry (Heath

and Tiffin 2009; Soto et al. 2009; Glyan’ko and Vasil’eva 2010).

Screening could also occur in ant–plant symbioses. Many ant

plants associate with multiple ant species that vary in their quality

to patrol and protect the plant’s leaves (Yu and Davidson 1997;

Yu 2001; Heil and McKey 2003; Bruna et al. 2004; Tillberg 2004;

Frederickson 2005). The ant-tree Cecropia pungara is inhabited

almost exclusively by the ant symbiont Pachycondyla luteola,

which seems the highest quality species among other potential ant

symbionts (Yu and Davidson 1997). How is this species specificity

achieved? It has been suggested that the tree can bias competition

in favor of P. luteola because saplings produce food bodies early

in development, which makes it less costly to colonize the tree

for Pachycondyla queens than for other ant species (Folgarait and

Davidson 1994; Yu and Davidson 1997). A similar phenomenon

is observed in Acacia tree species; here, high-reward trees are

inhabited by high-quality ant symbionts, where low-reward trees

are inhabited by low-quality symbionts (Heil et al. 2009). Heil

(2013) indeed has proposed that this could be due to the screening

mechanism discussed here.

Screening has also been proposed as a potential mechanism

to assemble a beneficial microbiome (Scheuring and Yu 2012;

Innocent et al. 2019).

SUMMARY OF THE RESULTS

The solution presented here to explain the maintenance of varia-

tion in screening models (with two types of agent) is the following:

a difference in fitness for high- and low-quality agents exists only

when the principal offers two sets of costs and rewards, and this

happens only when the fraction of low-quality agents is above a

critical threshold. When, instead, there are too few low-quality

agents, the principal evolves to offer only one set of rewards and

costs, to attract only high-quality agents, which are now abundant.

The problem for the high-quality agents is that they now receive

a lower reward than the reward they received when there were

low-quality agents in the population. High-quality agents benefit

from the presence of enough low-quality agents, and, as it hap-

pens, low-quality agents can also benefit if there are enough total

low-quality agents and high rewards are sometimes mistakenly

given to low-quality agents. The reason that the principal evolves

to provide a bigger high-quality reward is, fundamentally, the

unavoidable “informational rent” that is added to rewards to be

able to screen-in high-quality agents and screen-out low-quality

agents.

Two issues require further discussion. First: how could this

informational rent evolve in practice? Second: would the same

argument hold for more than two types?

THE INFORMATIONAL RENT AND MULTIPLE TYPES

Consider the example of the V. fischeri–E. scolopes mutualism.

Presumably there is variation in the intensity of light produced

by the bacteria, as a result of variation in the expression of the

luciferase gene. Let us assume that there are only two types of

Vibrio that differ in their luminescence levels and that the squid

wants to attract both types. The fact that the principal offers two

(or more) “contracts” does not literally mean that there are two (or

more) different tasks for the agents, but simply that the conditions

(costs and rewards) affect partners of different quality differently,

so that the higher quality agents have a higher fitness. This could

be brought about simply by the nonlinear effect of luciferase on the

detoxification of ROSs: if the benefit of luciferase is a nonlinear

(convex) function of its concentration, then the marginal benefit

of an increase in luciferase production is higher for high-quality

agents—hence the extra benefit for the higher quality agents.

This also helps understand the second issue: although the

model assumes a dichotomy of types, the principal does not need

to evolve two specific “contracts” to offer to the agents. A single

reward function (that should be a nonlinear function of the effort

of the agent) would provide differential rewards to the two types,

and arguably make screening work for more than two types. As

nonlinear effects are the rule in biological molecules, this seems

a plausible general scenario.

CONNECTION WITH PUBLIC GOODS GAMES

The logic of the maintenance of variation in screening models

is that both types of agents benefit from the presence of enough

low-quality agents, and being a low-quality agent is analogous to

volunteering to pay a cost for the production of a threshold public

good. This leads to a scenario in which selection is frequency

dependent, enabling the maintenance of a stable polymorphism

(a stable mixture of low- and high-quality agents). The theory of

threshold public goods with two types (Archetti and Scheuring

2011, 2012, 2013) clearly shows that a stable polymorphism is

possible as long as the cost of volunteering is below a critical

level. It is possible that a model with three (or more) types turns
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out to be unstable; but in that case, when only two types are left,

the system would be back to the case of two types analyzed here,

which we have seen can be stable.

THE ROLE OF UNCERTAINTY

In our model, as c = 2-R = 2 – 1/σ (and 0.5 < σ < 1), a poly-

morphic equilibrium is easier when σ, the precision in assigning

rewards by the principal, is lower. Perhaps counterintuitively at

first sight, allowing some error in assigning the rewards, the prin-

cipal provides an incentive for both types to enter the symbiosis.

A precise assignment of rewards would provide no incentives to

low-quality types to accept the interaction; an imperfect assign-

ment provides the incentive, while still providing a large enough

incentive to high-quality types.

Hence, principals (hosts) do not need to evolve perfect

screening mechanisms when they want to attract two different

types of agents (symbionts). Although selection among princi-

pals might give higher relative fitness to principals with low σ

(i.e., it is best to be very precise) in a population where con-

specific principals are relatively less precise, there might be an

intrinsic limit to precision in the assignment of costs and benefits.

This provides an answer to a possible criticism of the theory: that

it seems unlikely that a principal could effectively provide pre-

cise costs and rewards to each agent type. As we have seen, not

only is this not necessary; it also helps explain the maintenance

of variation in partner quality over time.

FREQUENCY DEPENDENCE

In their recent review on the maintenance of variation in mutu-

alism, Heath and Stinchcombe (2016) mention screening theory

(along with signaling, sanctions, partner fidelity feedback) as one

mechanism to which the paradox of the maintenance of vari-

ation applies. Although they also mention negative frequency-

dependent selection as one of the possible explanation for the

maintenance of mutualism variation (in the absence of mutation–

selection balance, genetic trade-offs, and fluctuating selection),

the type of frequency dependence they discuss is different. In their

classification, negative frequency dependence maintains variation

in two specific cases. The first is when partners trade nonlinear

public goods after an interaction has been established, which

is therefore not relevant for the problem of discrimination for

partner choice. The second case in which negative frequency-

dependent selection can help maintain variation in mutualism is

in the presence of intergenomic epistasis (Heath and Stinchcombe

2016). Negative frequency-dependent selection mediated via in-

tergenomic epistasis can maintain variation in partner quality if the

fitness of high- and low-quality individuals decreases with their

frequency in the population. The type of frequency dependence

required would lead to cyclical dynamics that maintain multiple

genotypes (Heath and Tiffin 2009). There is no strong evidence

that this type of selection occurs (Heath and Tiffin 2007), but it is

true that evidence is difficult to find and so far is indirect at best

(Sachs et al. 2011). The type of frequency-dependent selection

necessary to maintain variation here, however, is simpler, and in

principle, it should be possible to observe it in natural systems

(Archetti et al. 2011a,b).

CONCLUSION

As Heath and Stinchcombe (2016) highlighted, the problem of the

stability of cooperation in mutualism has distracted us from an

equally important problem: what maintains variation for partner

quality in mutualism? The theory of partner choice by screening

is relatively young compared to signaling theory and the issue

of the maintenance of variation noted by Heath and Stinchcombe

(2016) is a valid one, which had not been addressed before—but it

is worth noting that the theory of screening itself is relatively new

(Archetti 2011; Archetti et al. 2011b) and to my knowledge it has

only been tested twice so far (Heil 2013; Innocent et al. 2019).

Testing the predictions of the model presented here would help

not only validate or falsify the present model for the maintenance

of variation, but also screening models in general.

The argument presented here solves the problem by mak-

ing very general assumptions, and it is relatively easy to test in

principle. This argument does not affect partner choice by other

discrimination mechanisms (such as sanctions or partner fidelity

feedback), although similar considerations could apply to part-

ner choice by signaling, and therefore might also provide some

insight on the maintenance of variation in signaling models.
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